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CNH Industrial agricultural brands win top awards at Agritechnica 2019
New Holland Agriculture and precision farming aftermarket brand AGXTEND™ have each
won leading innovation awards at this year’s Agritechnica, the world’s leading agricultural
trade show which runs from November 10 to 16 in Hanover, Germany.

London, October 10, 2019

The awards, conferred by a committee of experts appointed by the DLG German Agricultural
Society, recognize leading technologies and new developments in the agricultural equipment
and machinery sector. CNH Industrial (NYSE: CNHI / MI: CNHI) global agricultural brand New
Holland, was awarded three silver medals for innovations in harvesting and baling operations
while the Company’s aftermarket brand, AGXTEND won silver for its ISOMAX concept,
simplifying digital processes in agriculture.
New Holland’s industry-first driveline concept for its high-density BigBaler received a silver
medal in recognition of its unique two-speed powershift start-up technology which delivers
smooth baler engagement. Using a two-stage logic, this protects both the tractor and baler
drivelines and, when combined with the baler’s significantly heavier and larger diameter
flywheel, delivers more comfortable and efficient baling.

The second silver medal was awarded for innovations the Brand has made to further enhance
the performance of its CX combine harvester range’s four-drum threshing system. The new
Ultra-Flow™ staggered drum design achieves smoother crop flow resulting in higher capacity,
reduced blockages and less in-cab noise thereby improving operator comfort. It uses 16%
less total threshing power, reducing fuel consumption and increasing the combine’s capacity
by up to 10%.
Silver medal recognition was also awarded to New Holland’s innovative ‘Baler Mode’ on the
Brand’s T7 tractor range. This technology significantly reduces the pitching motion of the
tractor cab when working with large square balers, as the tractor automatically recognizes
when the baler is attached and activates ‘Baler Mode’. This acts on the tractor’s front axle
suspension – modifying stiffness in line with bale compression – reducing cab movement by
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up to 15% in the process. It also reduces variations in engine speed thereby leading to fuel
savings of up to 12%.

AGXTEND, the CNH Industrial aftermarket brand which specializes in emerging precision
farming technologies, made a memorable first appearance at Agritechnica taking home a
silver medal for its new ISOMAX solution. A revolutionary ISOBUS concept (ISOBUS is an
international communication protocol for agriculture electronics), this system delivers the
complete software package, significantly simplifying digital processes in agriculture –
including both in-field and administrative tasks. All hardware is AEF (Agricultural Industry
Electronics Foundation) certified, all software is open source, and the system is compatible
with all brands. System features include automatic implement recognition to facilitate easy
operation.

CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) is a global leader in the capital goods sector with established
industrial experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. Each of the individual brands
belonging to the Company is a major international force in its specific industrial sector: Case IH, New Holland
Agriculture and Steyr for tractors and agricultural machinery; Case and New Holland Construction for earth
moving equipment; Iveco for commercial vehicles; Iveco Bus and Heuliez Bus for buses and coaches; Iveco
Astra for quarry and construction vehicles; Magirus for firefighting vehicles; Iveco Defence Vehicles for defence
and civil protection; and FPT Industrial for engines and transmissions. More information can be found on the
corporate website: www.cnhindustrial.com

Sign up for corporate news alerts from the CNH Industrial Newsroom:
bit.ly/media-cnhindustrial-subscribe
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